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Summary Information

Repository: University of Nevada, Las Vegas. University Libraries. Special
Collections and Archives.

Creator: Nakazawa, Anna, 2003-
Contributor: Reflections: the Las Vegas Asian American and Pacific Islander

Oral History Project
Title: Anna Nakazawa oral history interview

ID: OH-03330
Date: 2022 November 29

Physical
Description:

1 Digital Files (0.089 GB) MP3

Language of the
Material:

English

Abstract: Oral history interview with Anna Nakazawa conducted by
Donnielle Dove on November 29, 2022 for the Reflections: the
Las Vegas Asian American and Pacific Islander Oral History
Project. In this interview, Nakazawa reflects on her upbringing
in Las Vegas, Nevada what it was like growing up and what
it was like growing up Asian-American in Southern Nevada.
Nakazawa is currently enrolled at the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas and studying criminal justice. She recalls attending
Saturday Japanese school every weekend until she was in high
school, allowing her to connect with her cultural background
and describes annual trips to Japan in the summer. Nakazawa's
ambition and determination is something she takes pride in,
and speaks of her multiple jobs and the financial opportunities
they bring her. Furthermore, she discusses the importance of
education and sharing Asian-American news on social media so
more people have a better understanding of what is it like to be
Asian-American.

Preferred Citation
Anna Nakazawa oral history interview, 2022 November 29. OH-03330. [Cite format consulted:
Audio recording or Transcript.] Oral History Research Center, Special Collections and Archives,
University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Scope and Contents Note

Oral history interview with Anna Nakazawa conducted by Donnielle Dove on November 29,
2022 for the Reflections: the Las Vegas Asian American and Pacific Islander Oral History Project.
In this interview, Nakazawa reflects on her upbringing in Las Vegas, Nevada what it was like
growing up and what it was like growing up Asian-American in Southern Nevada. Nakazawa
is currently enrolled at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas and studying criminal justice. She
recalls attending Saturday Japanese school every weekend until she was in high school, allowing
her to connect with her cultural background and describes annual trips to Japan in the summer.
Nakazawa's ambition and determination is something she takes pride in, and speaks of her
multiple jobs and the financial opportunities they bring her. Furthermore, she discusses the
importance of education and sharing Asian-American news on social media so more people have a
better understanding of what is it like to be Asian-American. Digital audio available; no transcript
available.
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Administrative Information

Access Note
Collection is open for research. Where use copies do not exist, production of use copies is
required before access will be granted; this may delay research requests. Advanced notice is
required.

Publication Rights
Materials in this collection may be protected by copyrights and other rights. See  Reproductions
and Use on the UNLV Special Collections and Archives website for more information about
reproductions and permissions to publish. Some transcripts do not exist in final form, therefore
any editing marks in a transcript (deletions, additions, corrections) are to be quoted as marked.

Acquisition Note
This interview was conducted and transcribed by a UNLV student as part of a class assignment
from the UNLV College of Liberal Arts Department of History. Materials from this oral history
project were transferred to the Oral History Research Center (OHRC) which is part of the UNLV
University Libraries Special Collections and Archives Division.
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Processing Note
Interview materials were processed by UNLV Libraries Special Collections and Archives in 2023.
Sarah Jones wrote the collection description. Access copies were created for born-digital audio
files.
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Names and Subjects

• Oral histories (document genres)
• Japanese Americans
• Education (Higher)
• Japan
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